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JBL - L40 2 WAY BOOKSHELF SYSTEM M
JBL L19 2 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM

Reg. $175 ea. - --- -

Reg. $250 ea.
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It's tough to follow a
class act - but we
did it with our L40.

Hand-rubbe- d walnut
.:ifi

with beveled grille.
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Power capability of
speakers twice this

size, so you get clean,
clear, accurate sound -

Professional broadcast
monitoring and
engineering accuracy

dressed up for your home - the same quality you'd
hear in a top recording studio, and

for a lot less money than you'd expect!
dressed down for your budget!
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JBL - L1 10 3 WAY BOOKSHELF SYSTEM
JBL ISO 10" 3 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM

Reg. $325 ea. . 1It Reg. $410
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A new
dimension

The same
technology as

in listening enjoymentJBL's $1,700 system --

10" woofetLfor
the normal left and right
plus stereo depth imaging.

accuracy at every volume level,
vertical alignment for precise imaging, the
closest to perfect ever in this price range.
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"THREE HEARTS"
fOR THE PIUCE OF NOME

"THREE HEARTS: Bob Welch's hot
new album, was recorded and mixed
down on JBL-- the 1 loudspeaker In

major recording studio today (Fact:
35 of the top 50 albums recorded last
year used JBL to make their sound.

Come on in and test-driv- e JBL with
"THREE HEARTS! and hear it the way re-

cording engineers heard it in the studio.
Then take the album home. Free. We want
you to hear how "perfect" sounds on .

the loudspeaker the pros use
to put it there: BL

YhlU 75 Albums Laiti
THURSDAY & MtOAY ONLY!

You get exceptionally
smooth bass, plus the high efficiency

and power handling of ALL JBL's.
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